
his is a direct translation from Aramaic

into English of the Lord’s Prayer:

Oh cosmic birther of all radiance and vibration

soften the ground of our

being and carve out a space

within us where your

presence can abide.

Fill us with your creativity

so  that  we may be

empowered to bear the fruit

of your mission.

Let each of our actions bear

fruit in accordance with

your desire.

Endow us with the wisdom

to produce and share what each being needs to

grow and flourish.

Untie the tangled threads of destiny that binds us

as we release others from the entanglement of past

mistakes.

Do not let us be seduced by that which would divert

us from our true purpose but illuminate the

opportunities of the present moment

For you are the ground and the fruitful vision, the

birth power and fulfillment as all is gathered and

made whole once again.

 Amen

Very feminine, isn’t it?

Much more palatable than

the overly masculine

version that the church has

infused with its measure of

guilt and forgiveness of sins.

The time is coming where

everything is going to

return to what I can only

describe as “The Great

Softness”.  Even that

terminology itself will have

most of the men quivering in their jocks.

Disappointing the full on “my house, my job, my

car, my penis” drive that is so prevalent now. And

what about the women who walk from the hips “my

designer label, my make-up, my hair, my vagina”?

They too might as well be growing beards and

proclaiming domination over several countries.

The time is coming for the entrance of the true

divine feminine, both in men and women. It is so
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far beyond the pettiness of sexuality that we see

now. Even the gay community has lost the plot,

being now no better in their protests than the

average straight person lobbying for peace around

the globe. Their “protests” are inciting more fear

and oppression, a return to the dark ages, gay

marriage being outlawed, etc.  I mean really, it

sounds suspiciously like Salem doesn’t it? “Burn her

or him. He weighs more than a duck, therefore he

must be a witch. Can’t breathe underwater? Must

be a witch. Holds hands with person of same sex?

Definitely a witch.”

The beginning of the true Goddess power coming

in will be a great leveller. It is justice on a global

scale. True justice. Where people like George Bush

will have to account for being a liar and a thief and

a dictator alongside Saddam, not apart from him.

It’s happening so fast now. Everything is coming to

the forefront to be exposed and destroyed, with an

internal judgement that is unavoidable.

Look at what has just happened with America –

you know – the saviour of the world. The American

military “freedom fighters” have just been found

out to be sick, disgusting, sexual perverts, intent on

destroying a race of people. Let’s take a whole race

of people, imprison them and then expose their

genitalia to the world, just to show how good we

are! Sound familiar. You got it. It happened in

World War II.

I think that what we are seeing now is in some sick,

covered up, demonic kind of way the revenge of

those who believe they were so wrongly done by,

and yet even that is not a truth. What happened

in Nazi Germany is by no means a Jewish concern—

far from it. Polish, Danish and mostly German

people suffered enormously. The injustice is that

Germany is still paying for it after a million ‘I am

so sorry's’. Now it’s happening all over again. And

it’s not coming from Germany—what a coincidence!

All of this is the exposition of the dark unto itself

and this is the beginning of the arrival of true justice.

Nothing in the world is going to get America out

of this one. There is no way out. We cannot deny

this is happening.

I arrived in Germany two days ago, to see the images

of naked Iraqi “prisoners” lying on top of one another

– front page headline news. It’s BIG news here –

understandably so. They have seen it before and

are still being blamed for it. Maybe it’s America’s

turn to own some of the blackness that Germany

has coped with. Germany, in the midst of it all, has

managed to rise up inside of itself and destroy the

Berlin wall, only to see it now re-establishing itself

around Israel. Makes you wonder doesn’t it, where

did this all start originally. Read the Spear of Destiny

by Trevor Ravenscroft – very interesting material.

I have been talking for so long about the exposition

of the dark and what would happen when it did.

The events going on in our world right now are a

definite sign instigating exactly what I have said.

Get ready to breathe big time, cause this is only

the beginning of what we are going to have to look

at as the global shadow exposes itself for all to see.

Thank God we started working on our own dark

early, lest we have to go through our own personal

hell at the same time. Or were you only reading

the lovely articles and looking at the pretty pictures

thinking that it wasn’t going to happen? Or you

could leave it until the last minute and then go

inside? Many people are now starting to collapse.

Things are falling apart in their own lives. Start

destroying your own dark now, and in doing so

understand the power of it.

How can you be “love” if you do not understand

the meaning of it? You think that reaching out and

hugging the American assholes who tortured those

people and then sold the photos to the media is
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going to work? I don’t think so. Think Mother Love.

Do you think that a mother would condone this

behaviour? No. Slap, Slap, stop that behaviour –

disgusting – awful. That’s the Dark Love. Not

reaching out and “forgiving” those people.

Forgiveness implies finding a place inside of yourself

that can condone someone’s behaviour. Destroy

their tendency to do it, the very seed of hatred that

can take another human being and degrade them

so completely.  See why you need the dark on your

side? Without it, we will just be uselessly praying

for those American soldiers, and in a way giving

them permission to do the same thing all over again.

IT IS NOT OK! We DO NOT give permission.

Neither is it OK for people to not love one another

as they choose. It is NOT OK that I have to buy a

bus ticket for my bicycle. It is not OK that the

planet is ignoring it. It is not OK that we have

become a race of male-dominated people (men and

women) who believe that the feminine is roses,

chocolates and breakfast in bed on Mother’s Day.

Go inside of yourself now and face your own inner

tormentor. Destroy the daily torture you put yourself

through.

There’s no way out –

She is coming

She is beyond our wildest dreams

She is inside of you

She is the right to choose

She is loving She

She is in all of us

She is returning

She is coming home.

With Love,

JC
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